
Tech | Hospitality Rider
Black Dahlia (Live)

Length of show is 30 to 45 minutes (or as agreed upon with Black Dahlia
and promoter).

 
Adequate stage floor space for Black Dahlia to perform.

 
Artist and only those designated by the artist to be on stage or in

performance zone during the show.
 

Good ventilation of air conditioning within the venue and if not possible, a
fan needs to be present on the side of the stage and facing the artist.

 
Adequate safety from rowdy patrons during set, and there must be a safe
space for performer to immediately hydrate and rest after performing.

 

Show

Soundcheck

Minimum of 1 hour for set-up and sound-checking is needed. When
possible, the venue is to remain free of the general public during this time.

 
Sound technician must be present and available during sound-check and

throughout the set.
 
 



3 x high quality monitoring speakers on stage. Floor wedges facing the artist
to control feedback.

1 x secure table for live equipment. Table space of 2ft x 4ft is needed. Please
ensure the table is reasonably tall.

6 x 1/4 TRS line inputs to FOH mixing console - 2 for vocal effects processor,
2 for sampler, and 2 for drum pad (all stereo)

1 x good power strip to properly power and support x3 pieces of music gear

Requirements

Stage Plot



1 x person travelling from Berlin (flight, train or taxi) including 25kgs
checked luggage, a large music flight case, and hand luggage where

necessary. Extra legroom required. Budget airlines must include speedy
boarding and extra legroom.

 
Ground transport to and from the airport where necessary (English

speaking).
 

1 x 3-4 star minimum accommodation that is close to the venue and
includes - pet free due to extreme allergies, free WIFI, double bed,

private bathroom with a bathtub, and late check-out where necessary.
 

Coeliac-safe (completely gluten free with no cross contamination) dinner
to be provided and savoury gluten free snacks for backstage including

salted potato chips, bananas, or olives. Please no chilli!
 

Quiet place backstage to rest prior and after performance.
 

Smoke-free green room/backstage room required. Please also provide
seating, a table, power sockets, and a mirror backstage if available.

 
6 x bottles of water and 2 x small bottles of Sprite.

 
Access to boiling water for tea.

 
 

Hospitality


